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false nation spiritually

allegorical

A Glossary of Literary Terms M. H. Abrams 

In classical greak, "mythos" signified any story or plot, whether true or invented. In its

central modern significance, however, a myth is one story in a mythology–a system of

hereditary stories of ancient origin which were once belived to be true by a particular

cultural group, and which served to explain (in terms of the intentions and actions of

deities and other supernatural beings) why the world is as it is and things happen as

they do, to provide a rationale for social customs and observances, to establish the

sanctions for the rules by which people conduct their lives. Most myths are related to

social rituals–set forms and procedures in sacred ceremonies.....
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(Onomatopoetic words)

(Phono-aesthetic image)

Onomatopocia, sound symbolism, phonaesthetic effects and kundred phenomena are

part of the fabric of poetry and although a recent momograph has uttered a salutory

warning against auto-suggestion and fanciful speculations, the remains one of the most

active area of style-study.
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bang thud ding-dong hiss

Primary Onomatopocia

(Kinesthetic imagery)
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(Discourse) “A unit of linguistic performance which stands complete in itself is commnly

called a discourse.” (Chapman 1989 : 100).

(Discourse)

(narative discourse)
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(speaker) (sender)

(receiver) (setting)

Michael Haliday 

(Lecke-Tarry, Helen,

1995, Context and Language, 6)
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(Projective discourse)

(self-projection)

(participant)
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G. Leech “In any parallelistic pattern there must be an

element of identity and contrast.
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 Transit Route of Bengal Kansaris : A Study
Alok Kumar Biswas

Nabadwip is a city under municipal administration in the district of Nadia in West Bengal.
It is seated on the western bank of the Bhagirathi River. The Bhagirathi river originally flowed
down the west of Nabadwip in the past, forming a natural boundary between the districts of
Burdwan and Nadia. The city was capital of Sen Dynasty in Medieval periods. It was a
centre of learning and philosophy in medieval times in India. The great Vaishnava saint, social
reformer and an important figure of Bhakti movement, Chaitanya Mahaprabhu (1486-1533)
was born here. It was known as ‘Oxford of the East’ due to its education and culture. It is not
only famous for its tol education but also for its crafts like Brass ware and Bell-metal work,
Conch Shell work and traditional handloom.

Early History of Kansari
W. W. Hunter once wrote, “in terms of the size of the workforce; the Kansari’s industry

in Bengal was second only to handloom weaving”.1 This was stated by Hunter with regard to
Nadia, although his observation was applicable to all of Bengal. Hunter mentions Nadia district
as the foremost production centre with regard to Matiary as the biggest centre and then
Nabadwip the second largest brassware manufacturing centre. In historical perspective the
city of Nabadwip is well known for its religious movement committed by Shree Chaitannya
Mahaprovho in fifteenth century. After that Nabadwip flourished and artisan groups installed
their production centre here. As a migratory craft, the Kansari artisan came here and settled
their production centres in medieval period when the city of Saptagram declined. Two major
causes of growth of a brass production centre of this city, one is religious centre and other is
good transport system.

From ancient times, several types of craftsmen produce different types of artistic crafts in
Bengal. The craft of the Kansaris had their origin outside Bengal because the raw materials of
Brass were not available there.2 This fact not only affected the Brass craft, it also affected the
production of conch bangles and other indigenous craft industries of Bengal. If the availability
of copper can be taken as a determinant, then the utensil manufacturing in eastern India seems
to have flourished first in the Dhalbhum-Singbhum region, where ancient remains of copper
mining have been discovered.3 As a migratory craft, the metal ware manufacturing in Bengal
had its early growth in the western part of the province known as Rurh and must have been

Biswas, Alok Kumar :  Transit Route of Bengal Kansaris : A Study
Open Eyes, Indian Journal of Social Science, Literature, Commerce & Allied Areas, Volume 16, No. 2, December
2019, Page : 59-66, ISSN 2249-4332
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related to the early development of metallurgical skill in this region. The early concentration of
Kansari in Midnapore as an exit route of Brass from Dhalbhum and Singhbhum is notable.
After the decline of Tamralipta the ancient city of Bengal, the Kansaris shifted their production
centre to Saptagram from Tamralipta. The city of Tamralipta was completely declined by the
middle of eighth century.4 The emergence of Saptagram, the foremost port of medieval Bengal,
as a thriving centre of trade and manufacture, brought about a transformation in the Kansari’s
craft at the beginning of eighth century. After decline of the city of Saptagram the artisan
groups settled their production centre at Nabadwip, Santipur, Khardah and other places of
Bengal.5

A small group of kansari migrated from Saptagram to Bhabanipur in Calcutta. It is very
interesting that before the city of Calcutta flourished, Bhabanipur was an ostentatiops city.
Calcutta was most important of all these centers both in terms of the size of its workforce and
the volume of its production. The city had a small Kansari population in and around Kalighat
long before the place had attracted the English traders. Only non-kansari have captured the
manufacturing system of brassware in recent Nabadwip instead of traditional Kansaris who
had come here from several parts of Bengal.  We find that a section of the Kansaris of
Nabadwip was thus known as Kalighati suggesting their early migration from Kalighat to
Nabadwip sometime in the late pre-colonial period, when there had been similar movements
to that place.6

Kansaris to Non-kansaris:
Caste system in India had begun in the early Vedic period, which is still continuing.  Later,
changes have occurred in the caste system. The society generates different types of professional
workforce for its own need. As Kansari groups begun after its production while the raw
material found in his periphery. The Kansari group always put up their production centres in
city or near cities because the Kansaris had no strong relation with villages for their high price
productions. The result was a Kansari concentration at Saptagram like the concentration of
similar other artisan groups in that place. This is clearly indicated by the emergence of
Saptagrami Gains or thaks or sub-casted among a number of artisan cases in Bengal,
including the Kansaris. The high rank enjoyed by the Saptagrami Kansaris, particularly its
nucleus-the Nandans, in the social hierarchy of the Kansaris in Bengal is suggestive of the
cataclysmic role the early Kansari settlers of this place had in the transformation of their craft.

As a high rank Kansari in social respect, the Saptagrami Kansiris deserved that position
in Bengal. Other similar groups were like Mahitas, Mahutpuris and Mahmudpuris. The scenario
had changed when the market demand shifted and the descendants of the Kansaris became
unwilling to take up or continue with the family profession. The absence of similar sub-castes
among the Kansaris of Bengal clearly suggests that the influx of low caste outsiders into the
Kansari’s occupation was of a later origin. In fact the incident occurred not only in Kansari
groups, it also found in case of Tantis (Weavers) of Bengal.  We find the observation of
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H.H.Risley that the sub-castes of the Tantis of Bengal like Kayeth-Tanti, Kayeth-Tanti,
Kathure-Tanti, Chamar-Tanti and Mjhi-Tanti indicated the extent of mobility of different
occupational groups into the weaver’s job.7 In Nabadwip a large number of artisans working
with brassware were Rajbanshi and Namasudra. The lower castes were involved in brass
ware production in the beginning of twentieth century as the work was toilsome.

Colonial Scenario of Kansaris
In colonial period, Kansaris sold their products partly by cash and partly in exchange of
broken wares.  So the Kansaris were both producers and sellers. The scenario of post
colonialism was very comfortable to the Kansari artisan because a small amount of capital
was required for their products. As to the raw material, either they bought the metals in small
quantities at a time or procured it in a group with fellow artisans. The rapid growth of their
industry in the late pre-colonial period thus brought about important changes in the sphere of
production.8

Nabadwip Kansaris exported a large scale of belle-metal ware to Calcutta and other
places.

Kansari groups of Bengal increased their production demanded by the market due to
growing Swadehi movement. In the late pre-colonial Bengal, the Kansaris may have been
forced by the increasing demand for their utensils to induct non-Kansari labour for the more
laborious and unskilled parts of their job such as hammering and polishing. In this connection
a large scale of laborious artisans engaged themselves in these works with their best effort. In
Nabadwip a group of non-Kansaris settled their professional life in brass manufacturing. The
Kansari para of Nabadwip has changed its name into Ram-Sita para due to unavailable virgin
Kansari groups. If one visits the brass metal production centre of  Nabadwip, he/she will not
find a native Kansari in production, they are only engaged in business. Throughout the nineteenth
and the early twentieth century, the Kansari’s industry underwent significant expansion. In
1894, T. N. Mukherjee thus observed ‘… every household now possesses more utensils
than it did in former times and a larger assortment of such articles is now presented to the
bridegroom on the occasion of every marriage… . The industry is, therefore, a thriving one.9

Un-changing mentality of Kansaris
According to Indian tradition the craft artisans were centric to their production. The artisans

did not want to spread their business to others. In fact, the durability, the brightness and the
finish of the utensils actually depended on the relative share of the composing metals like
copper, tin and zinc in the Kansari’s mould. The technique of making this composition, varying
with the Kansari sub-group (gain), was usually handed down from the Kansari artisan to his
son in the form of the Vejj Mantra (secret formula). Its secrecy was further enforced by the
Kansari ritual of preparing this composition after dusk, which ensured the absence of outsiders
in his house.10 In this connection, we have found that in the well known Kansaripara of Khagra
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at Berhampore in Murshidabad district and Nabadwip Kansaripara, not a single virgin Kansari
is involved in brass-metal work. Several visits at Kansaripara (Khagra-Berhampore) and
Nabadwip Kansaripara revealed that large scale laborious workers with surnames like Mondal,
Halder, are presently engaged. The change in brass ware work occurred for the conservative
mentality of Kansaris and unwillingness of their successors.

Smooth Exploitation of Kansari
The scenario of brassware production had changed when it was used in huge quantity by

the common people for their cash crop production requirements. In the pre-colonial period,
therefore, the Kansari artisan enjoyed considerable independence. Buchanan’s description of
the Dinajpur Kansaris clearly shows that this autonomy of the artisans was largely unaffected
even up to the beginning of the nineteenth century.11 The artisans of this field migrated from
one place to another place with the emergence and engagement of Mahajans in brass ware
production.  Except Khara and Bishnupur, each of these pre-colonial centers not only maintained
its earlier position but also expanded under colonial rule. For instance, Maldah came to have
a new settlement of Muslim braziers in the outskirt of its old Kansari locality (Kansaripara). In
1924, the new settlement had one thousand braziers actively engaged in the manufacturing of
brass wares. The Nabadwip industry owed its growth to the increasing flow of pilgrims from
different parts of Bengal, encouraged by railways in the late nineteenth century.12 The growth
of Calcutta as a city induced the Kansaris from Jessore, Nadia, Burdwan, Murshidabad and
Khulna to come and settle here.13 This migration took place mostly in the early colonial period
with low-caste outsiders later joining the industry as cheap labours. Number of new settlements
of braziers thus emerged in the city.

An analysis of the distribution pattern of the utensil industry under colonial rule also points
to its expansion. Without going into detail and ignoring marginal differences, we can readily
distinguish between two types of centers of the utensil industry in the late nineteenth century
Bengal. The first comprises the more numerous pre-colonial centers, thus playing a more
important role in the industry. The second group comprises fewer but larger centers, which
we can call later settlements, emerging during the colonial period. These centers were characterized
by an altogether different type of production organization. Nabadwip, Maldah, Dacca,
Khagra(Murshidabad) and Bishnupur belong to the first category. Each of them had a distinct
history of development. For instance, the origin of the utensil industry at Maldah dates back
to the early sixteenth century, when Kansaris of Saptagram first moved to that place.14  Placed
on a river route connecting it to the larger parts of Bengal and Bihar, Maldah offered an
excellent opportunity for this industry to grow. From this place the industry eventually spread
to Dinajpur and Rangpur in the north and Dacca in the east. Similarly, Nabadwip’s association
with brass and bell-metal manufacture dates back to the early Vaishava days.15

The Kasnsri artisan began to lose his independence slowly till he was completely subordinated
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to the merchant of his own caste. Throughout the nineteenth century, the magnitude of the
changes was of such a nature that most of the Kansari units in the early twentieth century
Bengal conformed to this type.16  Smritikumar Sarkar’s observation is quite different in present
perspective as the present article.

It seems, the process of subordination first started with the non-Kansari low-caste workers,
who had lately joined the utensil industry. It was in their urge to have a workshop of their own
in the context of an expanding market demand that they had cast in their lots with the Kansari
merchant. The inducement for the merchant, on other hand, to come to an agreement with
these workers was that it reduced their production cost and so raised the margin of their profit
because, non-Kansari workers were cheaper than Kansari artisans.

The abundant supply of cheap labour thus enabled the Kansari merchants to drive down
purchase prices so low that the income of the hereditary Kansari artisans continued to decline.
An enquiry into the artisan’s real income position, assessed in terms of the Khoraki requirements,
shows the extent of this decline since the early nineteenth century. All this happened in spite of
the growth of the Kansari’s industry.17

Transport system :
One reason behind the emergence of Nabadwip Kansari is good quality of transport by

river through Bhagirathi to Calcutta and other places. Before the invention of railways the
river was most important transport system which flourished the brass metal industry of
Nabadwip. The utensil industry had been also stimulated by railway. The existing system of
transport by discouraging the movement of utensils, which had a low value relative to the
weight and bulk, had actually restricted the Kanasari activities to places with easier river
communication.18

The production of Brassware:
As a large production centre Nabadwip had spread its name in Bengal in pre-colonial

and colonial period. Some of the researchers deal with the production of brassware in several
times. In the same time other production centres of Bengal produce large scale of brassware.
The growing demand for utensils in Calcutta had a rejuvenating impact on pre-colonial centers
as far as Nabadwip and Khagra, Calcutta thus received 25,000 mounds of wares from
Nabadwip per year.19

In my observation it is found that from the medieval times today the present traditional or
virgen Kansari groups continued their business with little changes. Kansari group gradually
shifted their position from manufacturing group to traders group. The higher profit in trade
thus discouraged direct investment of capital in production, which was left   entirely to the
care of artisans. A case in point is Gurudas Das of the early nineteenth century Nabadwip.
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Born in a Kansari family, he started his career by offering dadan to local braziers and soon
came to control the entire local trade in utensils. Eventually, he extended his business to all the
leading centers of utensil manufacture, possessing 360 arats (godowns) with an average
income of five thousand rupees per day.20

Related artisans in manufacturing
One such feature was the increasing specialization of functions. Instead of the earlier

system of the artisan himself doing most of the jobs, the Kansari workshop now came to be
built upon a distinct demarcation of functions. Even a moderate Kansari workshop in the mid-
nineteenth century would thus consist of a Grander (Designer), Dharandar (Forgeman),
Pasisdar (An assistant), Chachandar (Finisher),  Kudandar (Chiseller), Tanandar
(Lattheman), and five or six Pitandars (Hammerers). The small mahajans changed their
production procedure by engaging two workers instead of six persons. There is not a single
factory to manufacture employing over three to four workers. But in colonial period huge
number of workers worked in factories. For instance, the Kangasabanik trader, Krishnamani
Pramanik of Khararn in Midanpore had more than hundred workers in his factory.21

In conclusion:
The non-Kansari group of Nabadwip tries to survive today upon hard labour. The Kansabanik’s
role as a merchant became more important than his earlier function as a fellow-member of the
Kansairi organization. In fact, the growing power of the caste merchant and the consequent
expansion of these crafts were both a cause and an effect of the dissolution of the gain. An
important factor impending the Kangasabanik’s transition from a merchant to an industrialist
was his social aspiration. On the other hand, it is very sad that the non-kansari does not
involve their successor in this work due to indefinite future. So it will be dislocated quite later
absolutely.
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